Hypofunction of the dorsal hippocampal NMDA receptors impairs retrieval of memory to partially presented foreground context in a single-trial fear conditioning in rats.
In the present study, the effects of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist, D,L-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (AP5) bilaterally infused into the dorsal hippocampus (2.0 microl /5 microg), on the retrieval of fear memory to partial and whole foreground cues were evaluated by using a step-through passive avoidance and Pavlovian fear conditioning. In the both conditioning tasks, following a 30-s preshock exposure period to the shock-associated context, rats received a single shock in a foreground manner for fear memory exhibition by freezing. Rats with AP5 infusion 5 min before the retrieval tests showed profound freezing deficits either immediately or 48 h after the shock in the testing section of the passive avoidance chamber where foreground cues was partially presented. In the Pavlovian conditioning chamber where fear conditioning was tested in the whole of the context that was explicitly paired with the shock, AP5 rats in all infusion schedules exhibited robust freezing responses. These results showed that hypofunction of the hippocampal NMDA receptors impaired the retrieval of fear memory to partial, and not whole, foreground cues. This suggests that NMDA receptors of the hippocampus are involved in the formation of background context representations about foreground events when there is a deficit in perceiving certain sensory properties of the foreground retrieval cues.